October 2018 Style Report

High Point, NC (October 2018) - After a seemingly endless summer, Century is inspired by the beauty of Fall
and its range of rich colors and patterns. “This Fall, we like the feeling of being crafted, having strong prints
that feel like the artists hands and powerful textures, says Century VP Creative Director, Ron Fiore. From plaid
to brushstokes to deep greens and bronze, Century is all about color this market. Awe-inspiring and innovative
without being trendy, Century Furniture stands out as an eminent house of high end home fashion.

Painterly
Inspired by bold brush
strokes from an artist’s
palette, this trend will
bring a sense of art
appreciation to your
home. From strong slashes
of saturated color to soft
watercolor washes, this
pattern will refresh your
home and make your
upholstery feel like
a work of art.

The Green Room
Strong tones of Essex green can
be used to make a statement in the
room. This powerful color works
well as an accent piece or filled in
the room to evoke elegance and
subtle drama. Classic and rich, yet
still a color you can live with.

CENTURY X SUNBRELLA
Luxuriously soft Sunbrella®
upholstery fabrics unite trusted
performance with the exquisite
craftsmanship of Century
Furniture to create elegant
furniture built to last. Sunbrella
fabrics are inspired by rich
color palettes, global trend
stories and an array of textures
made more inviting by their
soft, comforting hand and fine
pattern definition.

Seventies Inspired
As the style pendelum keeps
moving, we are taken back to the
seventies. Punchy patterns and a
rich color palette of fuschia, bronze
and green add life to the room.
Upholstered legs, clean boxy styles,
and explosions of color create this
seventies mantra.

Tribal
Rooted in the influence of Tribal
patterns and motifs, the look we
call Wanderlust is a nod to the
world traveler in us all. From
fashion to décor, this broad trend
has not faded nor do we see it
losing steam. In home fashion it is
infused with animal patterns and
rich tapestries and accessorized
with art and collections from. No
longer a trend, Wanderlust, is a full
fledged decorating lifestyle.

